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Good Afternoon!

Thanks for coming to our annual safety lecture.  I hope you have all enjoyed the convention this year, and 
especially the educational portion of the convention – my own feeling is that we’ve had some superb 
presentations.  

My goal today is to discuss the accidents that have occurred since our last convention, and then try to put 
them into the larger context of MMOPA’s mission of improving safety.

I’m also a strong believer in trying to learn from others’ experiences, since life is too short for each of us to 
get all the direct experience we could each use.

During this program, I’ll first talk about PA46 accidents since last convention, and accidents from the prior 
two years where we now have final NTSB reports. 

I hope we’ll then have time for some questions.  Unfortunately, we have a long list of accidents, and only 90 
minutes to cover them.  So if I could ask you to hold questions until the end, I’d appreciate it.



But let me first quickly review how accidents get onto this list.

As you heard from John DeLisi at the Hyman lecture, the NTSB defines an accident as either a 
serious injury or substantial damage to the plane.

Both of those terms is further defined…
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Serious injury is pretty much self-explanatory, and common sense.
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Substantial damage has a very specific meaning to the FAA, and basically excludes the 
damage you’d see from a simple gear-up landing.
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So under that definition, this gear up landing never made it into the accident database.



Nor did this botched go-around.  

Those incidents might have made the FAA’s incident database. 

But neither appeared in the NTSB reports, and so they aren’t covered in this safety review either.

With that understanding of how accidents make this list, let’s start looking at specifics.

First, though, I’d like to make the same disclaimer I make every year:  I was not present for any of these 
accidents. All I am doing is using the NTSB and other public records to describe what may have 
happened. In many of the cases, all I have is a preliminary report, with minimal information in some 
cases. 

But my point this afternoon is not to analyze the accidents to affix blame; I’ll leave that to the NTSB, the 
FAA, and the insurance companies.

My goal is for us to look at these accidents as learning experiences; trying to learn from someone else’s 
misfortune.

I may speculate on causes, without any factual basis for doing so, if it helps make a teaching point.

I certainly don’t mean to cast aspersions on any of the involved pilots, even when I list pilot error as the 
cause. 

Even the best aviation professionals can and will make mistakes or have a bad day; any of us here 
could do so.  I certainly mean no disrespect to any of our brother pilots.
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Before I get into the accidents since our last convention, I’d like to look 
at three older accidents, where the final NTSB reports have given us 
insights that we didn’t have previously. 

I think it’s always educational to go back and see if our original speculation 
was borne out, and also see what other factors emerged that we didn’t think 
of. 
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First, two nosegear collapse accidents.
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I presented both of these in 2012.

Both turned out to be engine mount failures at the nose gear actuator attach point.
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As you all probably know, SB1103 and all its successors require periodic inspections every 100 
hrs of the actuator attach points on the engine mount.

The extra bit of information we get from the final NTSB reports on these two collapses is that 
this SB hadn’t been complied with.  In one case it had been 313 flight hours since the last 
compliance with SB 1103, and in the other case, there was no log entry ever showing 
compliance with any revision of this SB. At the last annual, there was a specific notation that the 
SB was not performed at the owner’s request.

While this Piper SB isn’t strictly mandatory for Part 91 operations, it seems to me unwise not to 
comply…

And, as mentioned on Thursday, your MMOPA Board strongly recommends upgrading to the 
new mount described in the “E” revision of this SB.  Order it by Dec 2 to get the lower price.



The third older accident was a Meridian crash in early 2013 that killed three 
people.
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As you may remember, 5339V was a Meridian departing from Paris Texas heading southwest 
to Austin Executive.

<CLICK> Departure airport weather was low overcast, but with good visibility below the clouds.



Just a few minutes after takeoff, the flight entered the clouds, and his climb became erratic in 
both altitude and speed.

Less than 10 minutes after departure, the plane crashed, <CLICK> and the 3 people on board 
were killed.



The wreckage was consistent with an upright flat spin into the ground, followed by a fire.

<CLICK>  The pilot was experienced, but was low time in the Meridian, and low time in actual 
IMC.  

That’s basically all we knew when I presented this accident last year.  My speculation was a 
spatial disorientation resulting in a stall/spin accident.  I still think that’s true, but there is a 
significant twist from the final NTSB report.



The final NTSB radar tracks and weather images show that 4 minutes after departure, the plane 
entered a developing thunderstorm at around 5000’.  I think that would explain the erratic flight 
track and the loss of control, especially for someone relatively inexperienced in actual IMC.  
Embedded thunderstorms were in the area forecast at the time of the flight.

This flightaware picture doesn’t show the growing thunderstorm, but the timing on these is 
frequently wrong, and I’d trust the NTSB’s analysis more.

So one moral is surely to stay out of embedded thunderstorms.  If you’re going to fly in IMC thru 
areas of potential convection, you should have on-board radar and the proficiency to use it 
correctly – or use Nexrad in a strategic (not tactical) way, to stay far away from suspicious 
weather.  I’ll talk more about this later.



So much for the prior accidents.  There really were no other NTSB reports since last year that 
held significant insights over what we already had postulated.  So let’s move on to the more 
recent accidents.

Here are the geographic locations of accidents since our 2013 convention - a total of 20 in the 
NTSB database thru September, all in the domestic US – none reported overseas, which is 
unusual.  The pins with the red outline are the six accidents with fatalities.  [This is the highest 
total of accidents and fatal accidents in a number of years. So it has not been a good year for 
our airframe.]  And many of you know there was another fatal accident 5 days ago in Iowa; 
that’s not shown here.

This year the accidents are spread pretty much evenly all across the country.  

I’d like to talk about each one separately, to see what each can teach us.
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First is a familiar theme – a loss of control during landing.
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561C  is a 2002 Mirage.



Pilot was flying in nice vfr weather with one passenger.  Landed in Xenia, OH.

Airport manager observed the landing, and said the nosewheel was rotated 90º to the runway 
when the plane landed.  The plane skidded off the left of the runway, and stopped in about 500 
feet.  There were no injuries.



Accident was October 2013.

All we have so far is the preliminary NTSB report, which says nothing more than what I’ve 
shown.

<CLICK>   But in January of 2013, Piper had released SB 1256, and I have to wonder if this 
accident had something to do with this problem.



The SB affects all PA-46 models, and calls for replacement of the torque link bolt nut and cotter 
pin, with a self-locking nut.

It will be interesting to see the final report, to see if this was the problem that caused this 
accident.



Next is a JetProp loss of control during landing.
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640BD underwent a JetProp conversion in 2001, and had about 2,850 hrs since conversion at 
the time of this accident.



The aircraft is based in Tallahassee, and this flight was from Saratoga, Florida to Gulfport, 
Mississippi.

The takeoff from Saratoga was normal, but on raising the gear, the gear warning light stayed lit.  
When the gear was lowered, he got 3 green, but with the gear handle up, the gear warning light 
was red.

Rather than complete the flight, the pilot elected to land at his home base of Tallahassee.

When the gear was lowered, he got 3 green, but on landing the nose gear collapsed.



The bolt that holds the actuator to the engine mount had fractured, leaving the actuator loose.  

So there was nothing holding the nose gear forward, and it collapsed, even though the actuator 
thought the gear was extended.  

I don’t have in the preliminary NTSB report, whether SB1103 had been complied with.



Next is a Mirage loss of control during landing.
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This is also a landing gear mishap, but different from what we normally see.

60TM is an ‘89 Mirage.  The brake master cylinders had been rebuilt about 40 flight hrs prior to 
the accident, and the plane was 3 days out of annual inspection.



The flight was from Eagle, Colorado to Carefree, Arizona.

On landing at Carefree, the left brake pedal went to the floor.  Given the relatively narrow 
runway, the pilot was unable to keep the plane on the runway, and it ran off the right side, 
collapsing the nose gear and damaging the firewall.

The left master cylinder seal had failed, rendering the brake inoperative.



And yet another landing mishap.  
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3151G is a Mirage that was landing on runway 17 in Salt Lake City.

Tower had him enter a right base, crossing in front of a passenger jet that was on final to 
another runway. 

This interrupted his typical checklist usage, and he missed extending the gear, and landed gear 
up.  There was significant damage to the fuselage, and so this gets into the NTSB database, 
whereas most simple gear-up landings don’t.

All I can say here is remember that final “three green over the fence” check.



Next is a takeoff mishap.  
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4185L is a 2000 Meridian with a tire tube blow-out.



The airplane was departing from Charlotte-Monroe County, with 6 people on board, in good 
weather.

Near rotation speed, the right main gear Goodyear tube blew.  The pilot aborted the takeoff, but 
the plane pulled to the right, and the plane departed the runway to the right.



There was significant damage to the rt aileron, which is how this incident ended up in the 
accident reports.

The Goodyear rep and FAA inspector found the inner tube in pieces.  The inspector also 
measured the left tire pressure at 40 psi, below the POH’s 55 psi recommendation.  

In their report, Goodyear and the NTSB place the blame on the tire under-inflation.  

Perhaps I’m a just cynical, but it’s not surprising to me that an investigation spearheaded by 
Goodyear would place the blame on the pilot rather than their tube…  I’d venture to say that at 
any given moment, a significant fraction of our planes probably have tires somewhat 
underinflated relative to the POH.

Nevertheless, as we’ve learned over time with our nosewheel, it’s certainly worth keeping our 
tires inflated to the correct pressures.



Next is the first fatility after last convention, a tragic weather related 
accident.  
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87NF was an ‘87 Malibu that had undergone a JetProp conversion.



This was an evening IMC flight from Morristown, New Jersey to Atlanta, scheduled to arrive 
around 7:30 pm.



About 35 miles northeast of his destination, the plane seemed to turn several times. 



The Flightaware data looks like he had just started a descent out of 9000, when he started the 
turn to the northwest, and simultaneously his airspeed dropped to below 80 kts. 



Roughly 2 ½ minutes after starting the turns, the plane crashed in Dawsonville.



The debris field was scattered over 2000’ – the main wreckage contained the fuselage, engine, 
and inboard wing sections. 



The outboard wings, the tail, the ailerons & one flap were found up to 2000’ north of the 
fuselage – which strongly implies this was inflight breakup.  

The engine did seem to be running at the time of impact.



The pilot (Jack Culbertson), a well-respected plastic surgeon at Emory, was alone in the plane.  

The weather was IMC, with a thin overcast at 500’, but didn’t seem to be convective from what 
we know at this point.  

So I don’t have a good answer as to what actually happened here.  The NTSB recovered 2 
Garmin handhelds, the Avidyne cards, and the engine monitor for analysis. 

I hope the final NTSB report will tell us more.



Next is another landing accident.  
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220JE is a 2007 Meridian, was on a 275 mile flight from Tucson, Arizona to Albuquerque, New 
Mexico.



The landing at Double Eagle II, on runway 22, went normally, thru a 600’ overcast with good 
visibility below.

The prelim report lists wind from 020, which wouldn’t normally favor landing on runway 22.  
However, the instrument approaches to Double Eagle (an ILS and a GPS) are for runway 22, 
with circling minimums of about 600’.  So with a 7400’ runway, I think landing with a bit of a 
tailwind is a reasonable option versus doing a circle to land right at minimums.



In any case, after landing the airplane veered off the right side of the runway.

There are no other details in the preliminary report, so we really don’t know a whole lot here.  
We’ll have to wait for the factual report to try to understand the cause of this accident.



Next is another flat tire.
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403KC is a 2009 Meridian, on a flight from Denver to Tulsa, Oklahoma.



After a smooth landing at Tulsa, the left main gear tube failed, and the plane ran off the left side 
of the runway.



Unfortunately, there was soft sand on the runway edge.  The nose gear sunk in and collapsed.

Fortunately, there were no injuries.

This accident was blamed on the tube failure (rather than under-inflation).

[Just out of curiosity, how many people here have had a tire failure on a PA46 landing?  How 
many of those departed the runway as a result?]



Next is yet another loss of control during landing.
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350AR is a 1990 Mirage, flying from Florida to Iowa.



The pilot landed on runway 35 in good weather.

As soon as he touched down, the plane pulled hard to the left and the plane left the paved 
portion of the runway.

This picture was taken during the summer; unfortunately the accident was in the winter – so 
there was a two foot snowbank in the way, and the nosegear collapsed hitting that.

The factual report hints at skidding on snow, and also mentions fractures at the actuator 
attachment, though it says they were new from overstress, not preexisting cracks.

We’ll see what the final report shows.



Next: another loss of control during takeoff.
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3061J is a 2007 Meridian departing Alabaster, Alabama on a vfr day.



Just prior to rotation, the plane pulled hard left and started vibrating.  The pilot aborted, and 
used brakes and full right rudder to try to stay on the runway.

The plane ran slightly off the left side of the runway, and then stopped back on the runway near 
the departure end.

There is no information in the preliminary report at all as to the cause; I’m afraid we’ll have to 
wait on this one.



Next is our second fatal accident of the past year.
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9281F was a 1997 Mirage.



The flight was from Santa Ana, Calif to Truckee, Calif, in marginal vfr conditions, on an IFR 
flight plan.  



The flight was cleared for the GPS-A at Truckee.

The weather 18 minutes after the accident is shown here.  (An hour prior the weather was a 
little better, so conditions were deteriorating, and right at ceiling minimums.)

The wind was light, but favoring runway 29.  We don’t know what runway the pilot was planning 
to land on.  (Personally, given the weather, the terrain, and a 7000’ runway, I think I might have 
planned to land straight in with the light tailwind.)



Approach minimums are 8200’.   Slightly after the approach, the AWOS was giving the cloud 
bases at 8100’.   So it’s not surprising that the approach had to go missed.



What’s surprising is what happened next.

The missed approach is a climbing left turn to 11,500’ and to a northwest heading.

<CLICK>  The flight crashed into a mountain at 8000’ elevation and east of the airport.  I have 
no explanation why someone who was familiar with the area would head pretty much straight, 
without climbing, at the highest peak in the area.  

The pilot’s wife died in the crash; the 70 yr old pilot suffered critical injuries.

Again, I don’t know if there was some kind of incapacitation, or just a poorly executed missed. 
We’ll eventually see if the final report sheds any light on this sad accident.



Next is another suspicious landing LOC accident.
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1972M  is a 2012 Mirage.



They were flying from Lapeer, Michigan to DuPage, Chicago in vfr weather on an ifr flight plan.



The pilot reported he made a smooth landing on runway 20R.

As soon as the nose gear touched down, the airplane "yanked severely to the left." 

The airplane traveled off the left side of the runway, where the right wing hit an airport sign and 
the landing gear collapsed.

There’s no further public information.  We’ll see if this is another PA46 nosegear mount issue.



This past June was a terrible month for PA46’s – three accidents, two of 
them fatal.

The first is a heartbreaking accident that made the national media.
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5335R was a 2001 Meridian, belonging to Dr Richard Rockefeller, a family physician and the 
great-grandson of John D Rockefeller Sr.



He had stopped medical practice, but was chairman of the Board of the US division of Doctors 
without Borders, and a long-time resident of Falmouth, Maine.  

He had over 5000 hrs of flight experience.



The day prior to this accident, the pilot flew down from Portland, Maine to Westchester County, 
NY, landing just before 4pm.

He spent that evening at the birthday party of his 99-yr old father.



The following morning he planned an ifr flight back to Portland.  He’d had his fuel tanks filled the 
night before.  

You can see the weather from the previous day was still around, and in fact moving slowly east 
– perhaps that’s the reason he arrived at the airport over an hour earlier than he’d planned the 
prior evening.



Weather was low ifr, with light winds, a low ceiling, and lousy visibility.  Temperature and 
dewpoint were the same.



The pilot departed at 8:08 am on runway 16.



Here are the 40:1 penetrations as Erik discussed yesterday, but there’s no ODP per se.



There is a SID for Westchester, but the early part of it is basically climb runway heading to 800’.

We don’t know yet exactly what the pilot was cleared for.  But, based on the great departure 
procedures lecture from Erik yesterday, likely the departure that day would have been at least a 
runway heading climb to at least 400’.



As I said, the pilot departed at 8:08 am on runway 16.

This is a condensed tower frequency recording, with the silences clipped out, so you hear the 
takeoff clearance, and then the tower trying repeatedly to contact the plane.

The tower controller later told investigators he couldn’t be sure the Meridian had taken off 
because the visibility was so poor.



In fact, radar showed the plane took off, briefly leveled 60’ above the runway, then slowly 
climbed to just under 300’ agl.  

He subsequently descended, hit a number of trees, and crashed barely half a mile from the 
departure end of the runway.



The engine was turning and producing power at impact.  The cabin and instrument panel, 
shown here, were destroyed.

We don’t have a final report yet, of course, but it’s hard for me to think this is anything other 
than loss of control while conducting a near zero-zero takeoff.

There was a spirited discussion on the forums regarding departures in low IMC.  Very helpful 
for many of us, especially regarding autopilot limitations and usage on departures. 

So even though we don’t have the final NTSB report here, this sad accident has already been 
educational for the group.



The second fatal June accident was 2428Q.
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This was a 1985 Malibu with a Jetprop conversion.



The pilot and two passengers were enroute from Aspen to Brenham, Texas.

About halfway thru the flight, at FL270, the pilot deviates south to avoid weather.



Here’s a close-up of that deviation.

The time stamp on the weather shown here is only 10 minutes after the crash, so it’s probably a 
fairly accurate depiction.



Here’s a further close-up.  This shows the plane turning back to the southeast, unfortunately 
right into a severe thunderstorm.

We don’t yet know whether the pilot was using onboard radar and/or Nexrad.  

We don’t even know whether the pilot was navigating visually, though it would be hard to 
believe he’d turn into a big cell visually. 

I have to wonder if this is a case of using Nexrad tactically, which is a bad idea with Nexrad’s
inherent time delays, unless you give the precip 20+ mile margins.



On radar, the plane rose quickly from FL270 to 29,300’, then started a rapid descent with little 
forward speed.

The last return was at 12,500’.



The plane crashed upright, with no ground scars or debris field, which suggests a flat spin. 



All three people on board were killed.

As I said – another very sad encounter with convection.



I have to add a bit of editorial commentary here.

In my opinion, in this day and age, in our planes, there simply should not be convective enroute 
accidents.  I’ll have more to say about this later.



Next accident is another nose gear collapse on landing.
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60PB is a 2004 Mirage.



This was a short 13 mile vfr flight from Boeing Field in Seattle south to Auburn, Washington, at 
9 am.



Winds were light.  

The pilot made an uneventful landing, but the nosegear collapsed a few seconds into the 
landing roll, damaging the firewall.

Sure sounds mechanical to me – we’ll see when the factual report comes out. 



Next is another fatal summer accident associated with a poor weather 
takeoff.
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248SP was an ’86 Malibu, based at Heaven’s Landing in Georgia.



Heaven’s Landing is a lovely private fly-in community in Clayton, Georgia. 

They’ve been loyal vendor supporters of our convention for years.

The runway sits at an elevation of roughly 2700’. 

There’s a pretty obvious hill straight off the departure end of runway 5.



But pulling back a bit, you can see there are taller peaks just left, to the northwest, off the 
departure end of runway 5.



This is a private airport, but the residents had spent the money to develop and certify an 
instrument approach that was only available to the residents, so presumably some of the folks 
based here are comfortable with instrument operations at this airport.  Because the approach is 
private, I couldn’t get a hold of a copy to look at minimums, for example.

The accident pilot [Ernie Merkelis]  was experienced, with 4200 hrs, and one of the folks 
involved in establishing the private instrument approach here.  So he clearly knew the terrain.



Here’s the sectional view, and you can see peaks in all directions just a few miles from the 
departure end of runway 05, ranging from 2000-3000’ higher than airport elevation.

If this were a public airport, there’s little doubt the FAA would have designed an ODP (obstacle 
departure procedure).  Since it is a private field, someone wanting to take off in instrument 
conditions would basically need to invent their own departure procedure.  

Sort of a return to the days of Elrey Jeppesen.



There’s no weather reporting at Heaven’s Landing, but there was fog present that morning, and 
the estimated visibility was ¼ mile with a low overcast obscuring the peaks all around the 
airport.

18 miles north, at an airport 700’ lower than Heaven’s Landing, the weather was 300 overcast.



The pilot departed on runway 5.  Two witnesses said he lifted off normally halfway down the 
runway.

They heard two loud “booms” shortly after the plane disappeared into the clouds.  They ran to 
the departure end of the runway, but couldn’t see any wreckage or smoke, due to the dense 
fog.

<CLICK>  The plane crashed into a mountain 1500’ north of the departure end of the runway, at 
an altitude 300’ above field elevation. (which would imply a climb rate ~800-900 fpm?)



As I said, this private airport doesn’t have an official departure procedure, and I think most of us 
won’t often be taking off in low IMC from a private airport.

But I think the valuable lesson for us is to make sure we do use ODP’s when the weather is 
marginal, especially departing from a field surrounded by mountains.



Next is a landing accident in low IMC at night.
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472ST is a 2010 G1000 Mirage with synthetic vision.



Four people were returning from a business trip, on a flight from Manassas VA down to 
Statesville, NC.

This was slightly over an hour trip at night in instrument conditions.



The weather was a 400’ ceiling and fog.

The pilot was shooting the ILS-28, which is a pretty straightforward procedure.

However, once on the approach, the pilot noted there was no glideslope indication, and decided 
to revert to the localizer/DME and continue the approach.



That new approach is not so straightforward, with multiple stepdowns, to an MDA right at the 
reported ceiling.

We don’t have the radar track, but presumably the pilot noticed no glideslope somewhere 
outside the final approach fix, and was likely by that time high, since there was no glideslope 
capture.



She reports the plane was “high & fast”, so she extended the speed brakes and flaps, and 
descended quickly (“dove”?) to the MDA of 1280’.  She saw the runway lights as she dropped 
out of the clouds.  She was still going fast, but landed the plane long on the 7000’ runway.



The plane ran off the end of the runway, over a gulley and road, and ended up on a berm on the 
other side of the road.



The plane left it’s landing gear in the gulley,   <CLICK>
its radar pod on the road,
and of course the nose gear collapsed.



To me, this is an example of fixation – we are going to land, period!

It’s also a good example of an accident chain, and missing opportunities to break that chain.

Of course, I don’t know fuel status or any other details, but let’s speculate a bit for a learning 
opportunity…

Here’s an easy LPV approach to this same runway, with 200’ minimums.  Once you see the 
glideslope is out, why not go around and set your G1000 up for this GPS approach, rather than 
try to do a fast mental change to a LOC/DME approach in poor weather, already unstabilized?

It seems to me that when you see you need speed brakes and flaps to salvage an unstablized 
approach, that’s a sign to go missed, and come back for a leisurely and well-briefed retry.



I suspect some of you will disagree with me, but I long ago decided that if I were on an ILS in 
significant weather and the glideslope doesn’t appear, I’ll go missed, take my time, brief the 
new approach, and try again.  

Switching approaches in mid-stream in real weather is for sharper pilots than I.



Having said all that, I do think this pilot did one very smart thing, which saved the lives of all the 
folks on the plane.

Once she was down and saw the end of the runway coming up fast, she resisted the temptation 
to give it full power and try a late go-around.  Too many pilots have tried that and converted a 
relatively safe, if embarrassing, low-speed overrun into a high-velocity overrun, or worse, 
yanked it off the runway into a stall/spin.  We heard about one of those accidents at the NTSB 
Hyman lecture, and there are many more.

If you just ride the plane off the end of most runways at relatively low speed, the insurance 
company may buy the aircraft, but everyone will likely walk away, as was the case in this 
accident.



Next the last of this report’s fatal accidents.
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228LL  was a 1994 Mirage.



The pilot was landing at his home field - Erie, Colorado - apparently after a short trip up from 
Centennial in Denver.



Erie is a non-towered field.  

The ATIS was showing a clear day with light winds from the SSE.



Local traffic was using runway 15.



The accident plane  was approaching for landing on runway 33.  The pilot apparently made no 
calls on the CTAF – perhaps he had missed switching frequencies.

There was a near miss with a PA46 departing from runway 15; that plane turned right to avoid 
the traffic he saw only on his traffic warning system.



The accident aircraft apparently executed a go-around.  He retracted his gear, increased engine 
power, and basically mushed down the length of the runway in a nose-high attitude.  We don’t 
know if there was a mixture-related issue involved which could have reduced his available 
engine power, but that’s been speculated.  

In any case, he didn’t, or wasn’t able, to climb.



He then stalled and crashed just northwest of the runway.



The airplane ended up upside down.



There were four passengers and a family dog on the plane.

Three of the people and the dog were killed in the crash.  Two of the children died shortly 
thereafter.

The pilot was relatively new to the PA46 – his registration for this plane dates from Feb of this 
year, 6 months prior to the accident.  I don’t have any information regarding his transition 
training, but apparently he was an avid flyer.  As I said, we don’t know whether the mixture was 
leaned or full rich.  Hopefully the final report will shed some more light on this awful accident.



Finally, we have a training experience gone bad.
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747TH  is a ‘99 Mirage converted to a JetProp.



The pilot and an instructor were doing annual recurrency training in Cortez, Colorado, around 
midday on a nice vfr day.

This is a 7200’ runway at 5900’ elevation.



According to the preliminary NTSB report, the plan was for a takeoff from runway 21, with a 
simulated engine failure and a return for a downwind landing on runway 3.

On takeoff, reaching 1200’ agl, the instructor pulled the power to idle and feathered the prop.

It’s unclear whether the gear was still down or had already been retracted at this point.



The pilot-in-training established best glide, and made a turn back to the runway.

There was discussion in the cockpit as to whether they would reach the runway, but the 
instructor decided to continue.  They crossed the threshold at about 40’ agl, and at that point 
the instructor took over the plane and decided to go-around.  He advanced the power, but since 
the prop was feathered, there was no thrust and the plane was allowed to stall about 30’ over 
the runway.



This resulted in a hard landing and the plane sliding off the right side of the runway, but 
fortunately neither pilot was seriously injured.

You can see the feathered prop in this news photo.

In the report, the instructor speculates that things would have turned out better if he’d not 
stalled, or if he’d aborted the maneuver earlier.

I’m not an instructor, but my own feeling is the true mistake here was intentionally creating a 
bona-fide emergency at 1200’ agl.  There’s really no training rationale to feather the prop close 
to the ground, when the same maneuver can be done by reducing the power to zero-thrust.  

Personally, I’d advise against feathering your only prop near the ground except in a true engine 
failure.  The additional training realism is just not worth it, in my opinion.



So those were our 20 NTSB accidents since our last convention.

Not an encouraging list, especially given that six of these involved fatalities.
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To summarize:

We had six fatal accidents, two related to inflight weather, two during low-IMC takeoffs, one 
during a missed approach, and one during a go-around.  So five out of six fatal accidents were 
weather related.  The Safety & Training Foundation seminars will add a focus on weather in 
2015 sessions.

Most years there are fatal accidents during instrument approaches.  But these enroute 
breakups and low-vis takeoffs have been less common over the past decade.



Among the non-fatal accidents, we have 11 accidents during landing and 2 on takeoff; some of 
these will certainly turn out to be mechanical, rather than pilot error.  But this is still too high a 
number – and I think it justifies the Safety & Training Foundation emphasis on approach and 
landing this past year.

We had no actual engine failures resulting in accidents this year.  So either a good year for 
engines, or a good year for emergency landings.



I’d like to make a couple of editorial comments on enroute weather and accidents.

In this era of inflight weather availability, and with the benefits we PA46 drivers have of being 
able to fly high, I personally believe enroute thunderstorm fatalities just shouldn’t happen.  

At least regarding departure & enroute convection, there’s simply no reason to deal with 
convection up close.  Delay your departure, or vary your route.



As I’ve said on the forums and at previous conventions, I’m a coward when it comes to 
convection.  

So this is my idea of using Nexrad to avoid thunderstorms.  

This is what Nexrad is good at – watching weather from far away, and planning deviations that 
seem large, but really don’t add a lot of time to the trip, and keep you in the clear.

This particular flight ended up visual the whole way.



Another example of a deviation for far-off cells.  This deviation added all of one minute over the 
direct route.

<CLICK> This is what it looked like from 270.

And here’s what the panel looked like. <CLICK>   Note the red convective sigmet.

My point is, moderate sized deviations, when done from far away, have relatively small effects 
on enroute time.



And here’s a departure example, which added less than 5 minutes over the direct route.

The weather depiction is deceptive here, since the storms were moving quickly east.  An hour 
before, when taking off from Charleston, this dense stuff was just north and a bit west, so 
heading initially northwest cleared the weather by about fifteen miles.

The flight was almost entirely visual, and smooth the whole way.

I grant you that avoiding convection near your destination is more difficult, and that’s where 
onboard radar can be life-saving. I don’t want to get into a risk:benefit argument here – some of 
us are comfortable stopping short of our intended destination for a while, and others of us are 
comfortable using on-board radar to deal with embedded cells.

But the two convection-related fatal enroute accidents this year, in my opinion, were completely 
avoidable.



Finally, I was glad to find out I’m not the only person who thinks this way.

This is a flight from our illustrious past-president, Tom Keiffer, that he graciously sent me.  He 
was heading from Minnesota to Arizona back in 2011 on the initial direct SW line, but decided 
he didn’t like the picture, and wove around down to Salina.  He completed his trip to Salina the 
next day after some local shopping.

<CLICK> What’s interesting is this system he maneuvered around is the same system that the 
following day, 22 May 2011, generated the F-5 tornado that slammed Joplin, Missouri.   So I 
think there was real good judgment not trying to pass that line the prior day, onboard radar or 
not.

My point in all these is there are always options other than flying thru convective weather, 
especially enroute.



Let me also make some comments about near zero-zero departures.  



All of us have been tempted to take off in these conditions. After all, for Part 91 it’s legal, and 
we’re current and hopefully even proficient. 

The transition to instruments immediately after takeoff is a challenge, but it’s certainly a task 
that should be doable by a proficient instrument pilot.  



But now add in some stressors:

- Busy airspace (like around NYC), where you know you’ll be quickly switched to approach, 
who’ll then start firing vectors and altitude changes at you.  

- Or rushing to beat an incoming weather system.  

- Or very installation dependent flight director/autopilot procedures, that vary from plane to 
plane. 



Put these, and many other pressures, together, and it is obvious from these accidents this year 
that a near zero-zero takeoff is a handful for some of us.



I can tell you right now what the final NTSB report is going to say for this fatal accident: “Pilot 
Error - Loss of aircraft control in Instrument Meteorological Conditions”.  

But I would argue these accidents were due to decision-making on the ground, well before 
engine start. 



So what should we be thinking about when our airport looks like this, and we want to depart?   



I would suggest the following:

1. Obstacle clearance – is there an ODP, or are you winging it?  Clearly relevant to one of our 
accidents this year.

Always review and follow the Obstacle Departure Procedure for your airport if there’s a chance 
you won’t be able to visually assure terrain avoidance, and that includes severe clear vfr at 
night.



2. Set up your flight director and autopilot before arriving at the runway – especially in busy 
airspace.
There was a good discussion on the forum about various techniques of instrument 
departure.  Personally, I like to be using the flight director active with my climb set and the 
departure course pre-programmed.  
But regardless of your favored technique – brief yourself and set it up long before getting 
your takeoff clearance.



3. Be ready for a quick transition to instruments
It takes time for your brain to make that switch from visual to panel, and during that time the 
aircraft can level off or even descend if you’re the least bit distracted or not focused.
And my own feeling is that there’s no communication or clearance so important on this type 
of high-stakes departure that it can’t wait until you’ve got 600 or 800 feet below you.  There’s 
no urgent rush to switch from the tower, or to take a vector or new altitude.  My feeling is 
wait until you’re able to engage the autopilot before doing anything other than flying a safe 
initial climb.  As I said, my preference is to have the flight director in the game, since then it’s 
a simple button push to engage the autopilot.



4. Plan in advance what you’re going to do if there’s a problem and you want to land again?  

Obviously, if the field is really zero-zero, you don’t have any great options to land again, which 
is one reason many of us wouldn’t consider a true zero-zero takeoff.

I think a reasonable option if you’re proficient is to set takeoff minimums to the instrument 
approach in use.  
Even safer would be circling minimums, in case you need to turn back to the runway you just 
left, but you give up some flexibility with circling minimums.

Whatever you decide – make these personal minimums decisions before even going out to the 
airport, and stick to them.



Here are the NTSB accident numbers from 1984 to the present, by calendar year (rather than 
convention year), in the yellow line.

The number of accidents is generally increasing, as is seen in the accident number trend line.

But the number of PA-46’s in the fleet is also increasing, so it’s also important to look at the 
accident rate.

Since the FAA no longer publically estimates hrs flown for individual general aviation models, 
I’ve used accident rate per 100 US-registered aircraft as a surrogate – that’s the bright blue 
line, with the slowly decreasing trend line.

So, while the total number of accidents rises, our rate is very slowly dropping, which is good.  
But as I said last year, this slow decline is only slightly better than that seen throughout general 
aviation. You all probably saw the FAA’s announcement that this was the lowest accident rate 
year for GA in history, and the trend line for PA46 mirrors that.
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Here are the just fatal accidents from 1992 to the present, by calendar year – that’s the bright 
red line.  You can see we’ve had three years of the past 21 with zero fatal accidents, but this 
year certainly isn’t one of those, and our traditionally most dangerous season is coming up.

Over time, the number of fatal accidents had been generally increasing, as is seen in the red 
accident trend line.

The fatal accident rate per 100 registered aircraft is the yellow line, with the slowly decreasing 
trend line.

Again, it’s good that the fatal accident trend is downwards over the long term, but over the last 
decade we’ve had an average of four fatal accidents annually, so having five fatal accidents this 
year thru September isn’t anything to be proud of.  
Two years there were zero fatals – I’d much rather be up here bragging about that again.
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I mentioned that our riskiest season for fatal accidents is still coming up.  Just for your interest, 
this is the distribution of fatal accidents over the past 23 years, by month.

December does stick out.  However, there are fatal accidents throughout the year, so we can’t 
ever get complacent.  

But be especially careful with the pressures of the upcoming holiday season – let’s not add to 
2014’s already poor record.



I showed this slide at last year’s convention, and nothing much has changed with the updated 
numbers.

It’s no surprise that the majority of fatal accidents in our planes involve the pilot.  Only a small 
proportion are mechanical-related. 

The pilot is the primary cause of over 80% of PA46 fatal accidents, which is even higher than 
the overall GA rate, which is really just a testament to the great planes we fly – if we could 
magically improve pilot judgment (either decision making or having a false sense of our own 
skill level), we’d have a much prettier accident record.



Finally, looking back once again at the list of the past year’s accidents, our takeoff & especially 
landing record jumps out.

Obviously, some of this is related to our plane’s engine mount issues, specifically the weak 
nose gear actuator attach point. 

That’s one reason the MMOPA Board strongly recommends signing up for Piper’s offer of the 
reduced price new mount.  

But by no means are all of these takeoff and landing accidents attributable to mechanical 
causes.  This same pattern emerged last year, and for that reason the Safety & Training 
Foundation spent this year focusing on approach and landing.  Seems like that is still a good 
area for all of us to work on.



These are the currently scheduled 2015 Safety & Training seminars.  

The two in blue are the combined flight and maintenance sessions. 

The red one in Melbourne is special this year – a chamber session with Dr Paul Buza, who 
gave the hypoxia lecture this morning.  So this is your chance to see how hypoxia affects you.
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Dr Buza has a private chamber he uses for training, and it’s a great opportunity for us.









Thanks very much.  I appreciate your attention.

I’ll post these slides on the website in the next few days.

FLY SAFE, it can be dangerous out there.

Questions or comments are welcome.
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